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Abstract—In order to clarify the structure of the cold flow
discharged from the vortex tube (VT), the pressure of the cold flow
was measured, and a simple flow visualization technique using a
0.75mm-diameter needle and an oily paint is made to study the reverse
flow at the cold exit. It is clear that a negative pressure and positive
pressure region exist at a certain pressure and cold fraction area, and
that a reverse flow is observed in the negative pressure region.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE vortex tube (VT) is a simple and useful device to obtain
both cold and hot flows from a compressed gas at room
temperature. It can produce a cold flow measuring around
-30°C and a hot flow of up to around 130°C. There are a lot of
advantages to VT, such as being light, small, with no moving
parts, no need for maintenance, and an instant supply of cold
flow. The VT has been used mainly as a cooling device, such as
for electrical pieces, thermal sensors, controlling cabins, cutting
tools and areas under thermal stresses [1].
In 1930’s, George Ranque [2] was the first to discover the
energy/temperature separation phenomenon. Later in 1947,
Hilsch [3] performed an experiment to investigate the
mechanism of the vortex tube. Since then, the vortex tube is
also known as Ranque-Hilsch Vortex Tube (RHVT).
Fig. 1 shows the flow pattern and structure of VT.
Compressed air enters a VT through single tangential nozzle, or
multiple tangential nozzles, and produces a high-speed vortical
flow in the vortex chamber. A part of the flow rotates alongside
the tube wall towards the opposite end, and the flow exits as a
hot flow. Another part of the flow, at the core is forced back
towards the vortex chamber by a control valve, and exits as a
cold flow from an exit (cold exit).
Until now, several theories have been proposed about the
thermal separation mechanism inside the VT by several
researchers [2]-[5]. From these theories, it is generally accepted
that, the temperature reduction of the cold flow, is caused by an
adiabatic expansion of a compressed gas. However, details
concerning the physics of the cold flow generation, from the
fluid dynamics view point still remain unclear. Several
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numerical and experimental works had been done to investigate
the geometrical optimization of the VT. U. Behera et al.[6]
performed a CFD analysis and experimental investigation to
optimize the geometry of VT. They reported that the optimum
size of the cold exit is 58% of the diameter of the tube. S.U.
Nimbalkar [7] performed similar experiments to determine the
optimum size of the cold exit. He reported that the optimum
diameter of the cold end orifice is 50% of the diameter of the
tube, which is 8% smaller than the result of U. Behera et al.[6].
K. Chang et al. [8] investigated the effect of a divergent hot
tube to the performance of the VT. They reported that the
performance of the VT can be improved by using the divergent
hot tube with a divergent angle not more than 6°, compared to a
conventional cylindrical tube VT.
Several researchers had studied experimentally and
numerically on the pressure inside VT [9], [10]. However, the
pressure of the flow discharged from VT has not been studied.
In this research, the pressure of the cold flow discharged from
the cold exit was measured, and the structure of the cold flow is
discussed.

Fig. 1 Flow Pattern in Vortex Tube

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup
of our VT. Compressed air up to 1MPa is supplied to the vortex
chamber of the VT through (1) mass flow meters, (2) stagnation
chamber and (3) pressure control valve. Then, a vortical flow is
generated through the inlet tangential nozzles. The cold flow
exit is located near the inlet tangential nozzles. The hot flow
exit is at the opposite end of the tube. The inlet temperature,
inlet pressure,cold flow temperature, and cold flow pressure
were measured by a (4) temperature-humidity sensor, (5) total
temperature probe, (6) digital manometer and (7) pressure
sensor, respectively. The inlet pressures were varied in the
range of 0.2~0.6MPa.
The geometry of the VT used in this research is shown in Fig.
3. It has an inner tube diameter of D=14mm and a length to
inner diameter ratio of L/D=20, a cold exit diameter of d=5mm,
and four tangential nozzles.
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along the centerline of cold exit at a distance of 0 and 3mmfrom
the exit (x=0, 3mm) using the Pitot pressure probe.
The ratio of the mass flow rate of cold flow,
flow,   , to the
inlet mass flow rate,   , is called cold fraction, which is
defined as;
ε

 
 

(1)
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram
gram of the experimental setup. (((1)Mass flow
meter, (2)Stagnation chamber,(3)Valve,(4)Temperature/humidity
Temperature/humidity
sensor,(5)Total temperature probe,(6)Digital
Digital manometer, (7)Pressure
sensor, (8)Pitot pressure probe,(9)Temperature/humidity
Temperature/humidity
indicator,(10)Bourdon tube pressure gauge,
gauge,(11)Temperature
indicator, (12)AD conversion board, (13)Personal
Personal computer
computer)

Fig. 3 Diameter of Vortex Tube

A. Pressure Measurement
To understand the flow pattern at the cold exit, the pressure
of the cold flow was measured by the Pitot pressure probe at
x=0,
=0, 3mm from the cold exit plane, along the center line. Fig
Figs. 5
(a)and (b) show a contour map of the measured Pitot pressure,
divided
ed by the atmospheric pressure, pi/pa, at x=0, 3mm,
respectively. The horizontal axis shows the inlet pressure, pin,
and the vertical axis shows the cold fraction, ε. It can be seen
from this figure that at a certain inlet pressure, when the cold
fraction increases, the Pitot pressure inverts from negative
(pi/pa<1.0) to positive pressure ((pi/pa>1.0) at x=0, 3mm. The
existence of pi/pa lower than 1.0 (negative pressure) implies the
possible occurrence of a reversed flow around the center of the
cold flow. This
is reversed flow will be discussed later. From Fig.
5 (a), the Pitot pressure in the region of pin>0.45 and ε>0.7 is
more than 2 times larger than atmospheric pressure. This
implies the possibility of choking at the cold exit.
By comparing the data of the pressure measurement at x=0
and 3mm, the Pitot pressure at x=3mm is smaller than the Pitot
pressure at x=0mm
=0mm at a certain inlet pressure and cold fraction.
To clarify the difference between the two contour maps, the
Pitot pressure measured at x=0mm
=0mm is subtracted from that at
x=3mm
=3mm and the result is shown in Fig. 6. As shown in this
figure, the Pitot pressure differences are smaller than -0.2 for
pin> 0.55, ε > 0.65. This implies the possibility, of a choked
under-expanded
expanded sonic jet, at the cold exit; the total pressure of
the flow that passes through the shock wave generated at the
probe tip is reduced.

Fig. 5 Contour map of non-dimensionalized
dimensionalized Pitot pressure,  /
atcold flow center; (a) x=0mm, (b) x=3mm
Fig. 4 Pitot pressure probe

Fig.5 shows the Pitot pressure probe used in this experiment.
It has inner/outer diameters of 0.13/0.31mm at the tip,
respectively. The pressures of the cold flow were measured
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thecold flow. This stagnation point is a boundary point for the
reverse flow and the direct flow.
Figs. 10 (a) and (b) show a visualization result at pin=0.2MPa
and ε=0.84,
0.84, before and after the experiment, respectively. As
shown in this figure, the flow at x=3mm was a direct flow.
From Figs. 8 to 10,, it can be concluded that a reverse flow
exists at a certain cold fraction area and distance from the cold
exit.

Fig. 6 Contour map of non-dimensionalized Pitot pressure differences
between measurement of x=0mm
=0mm and 3mm

Fig. 8 Visualization result at  =0.2MPa, =0.33; (a) before,(b) after

Fig. 7 Visualization setup for cold flow direction.

B. Visualization of Reverse Flow at Cold Exit
As discussed in SectionA,, the existence of a negative
pressure at the cold exit implies the possibility of a reverse flow
at the cold exit. To verify this, a simple flow visualization
technique is produced using a 0.75mm-diameter
diameter needle and an
oily paint. Fig. 8 shows the flow visualization
sualization setup for
observing cold flow direction. It can be seen from this figure
that, a small amount of oil paint is dropped on a needle which
was then inserted in the cold flow along the centerline. The
distance of the oil paint center, and the cold exit, is fixed at
x=3mm
=3mm which is equal to one of the distance of pressure
measurements. The inlet pressures were varied from 0.2 to 0.6
MPa at 0.1 MPa intervals. For each inlet pressure, the cold
fraction was varied from 0.1 to 0.9 to observe the flow, to
determine the stagnation point and flow direction at x=3mm
from the cold exit plane.
Figs. 8 (a) and (b) show a visualization result at pin=0.2 MPa
and ε=0.33, before and after the experiment, respectively. As
shown in this figure, the oil paint moved towards the cold exit,
indicating the existence of a reverse flow at x=3mm from the
cold exit. Figs. 9 (a) and (b) show a visualization result at
pin=0.2MPa
MPa and ε=0.71, before and after the experiment,
respectively. It can be seen from these results that,
that the oil paint
remained at x=3mm
mm which indicates a stagnation point in
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Fig. 9 Visualization result at  =0.2MPa, =0.71;(a) before,(b) after
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3） The inversion of reverse to direct flow occurs at a small
cold fraction when the inlet pressure increases.
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Fig. 11 Flow pattern at the cold exit of vortex tube

C.Flow Pattern of the Cold Flow at the Cold Exit
Fig. 11 shows the flow pattern at the cold exit of our vortex
tube. For a small cold fraction area, the reverse flow region at
the cold exit is large, which exce
exceeded the pressure
measurements distance from the cold exit. For a medium cold
fraction, the reverse flow region shrinks and the stagnation
point moves towards the cold exit. When the cold fraction
increases, the reverse flow region decreases to less than 3
3mm
from the cold exit. It can be concluded that the cold fraction
pointhas the main role in controlling the size of the reverse flow
at the cold exit.
IV. CONCLUSION
Experimental study of VT was conducted to measure the
pressure of cold flow discharged from the VT. In addition, a
simple flow visualization method was used to observe the
reverse flow at the cold exit. The results obtained in this study
are summarized as follows;
1） The Pitot pressure decreases when
hen the Pitot pressure probe
is traversed from x=0mm to x=3mm,, which shows the cold
flow is an under expanded jet for pin>0.55, ε>0.65.
2） When the cold fraction increases, the Pitot pressure inverts
from negative pressure to positive pressure for x=0, 3mm,
and the flow inverts from reverse flow to direct flow for
x=3mm at a certain inlet pressure.
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